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Cisco DNA Spaces: Digitizing People
and Things
Get more from Wi-Fi

Benefits

Digitization has rocked the foundation of every industry, changing the
economics and reinventing business models. Companies that digitize can
use behavioral data on people and things to make business decisions and to
gain a strategic advantage against the competition.

• Gain centralized control over and visibility
into location services via a single role-based
dashboard with 24x7 monitoring and endto-end Service-Level Agreements (SLAs)
to help ensure reliability and performance.

However, when it comes to physical spaces, enterprises experience a data
blind spot. They have limited visibility into the behavior of people (visitors,
guests, and employees) and things (sensors, smart devices, and assets) and
how people and things interact in the space.
What if your Cisco® wireless network could deliver more than connectivity
and eliminate the data blind spots in your physical spaces?
Introducing Cisco DNA Spaces, a single scalable, reliable location platform
that digitizes spaces by centralizing location services for both people and
things. This powerful location platform leverages existing Wi-Fi infrastructure
to give you actionable insights, provide trigger notifications, and drive
business outcomes.
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• Enhance customer experiences by gaining
insights into people (visitors and employees)
and delivering relevant notifications and
content at the right time and place.
• Improve the efficiency of business
operations and reduce costs by
establishing business rules and
monitoring your assets, sensors, and
operations devices.
• Realize industry-specific business
outcomes through a multivendor
partner ecosystem, with APIs to
connect to other applications.
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Call to action

What it does

Get additional value beyond connectivity
immediately.

Cisco DNA Spaces simplifies how location services are consumed by bringing all Cisco location
solutions together onto a single cloud platform. Cisco DNA Spaces senses and synthesizes location
data across properties and wireless investments to deliver location-based services at scale through
three pillars: See, Act, and Extend.

If you’re ready to digitize your space today,
click here to get started.

See
Improve experience

• Understand visitor behavior to
measure engagement, stickiness,
etc. and improve experience

Drive efficiencies

Act
Increase customer engagement
and satisfaction

• Deliver relevant services and
notifications at the right time
and place
• Inform staff so they’re better able to
serve customers

Boost loyalty

• Improve space utilization
• Correlate utilization to lease pricing
• Improve staff efficiencies

• Increase loyalty program membership
• Acquire customers and expand the
customer base
• Recognize and deliver a differentiated
experience to loyal customers

Improve business decision making

Influence behavior

• Inform decision making with gold
standard data
• Benchmark performance
• Aggregate commercially
relevant metrics

• Influence visitor behavior through
on-location engagements and
drive sales
• Drive monetization through captive
portals and on-location engagements

Extend
Benefit from enterprise
integrations

• Integrate location data into
enterprise systems such as
marketing automation, CRM, point of
sale, building automation, human
resources management, and others

Deploy vertical solutions

• Deploy ready-to-use enterprise
partner apps and custom apps
specific to your industry

Develop custom solutions
• Create custom solutions for
your business

Optimize operations
Perform impact analysis

• Understand the variables affecting
visitor behavior
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• Reduce time wasted on finding assets
• Reduce material spoilage
• Reduce inventory excess and
avoid loss
• Reduce manual processes and
cut costs

Perform end-to-end monitoring
• Get end-to-end monitoring for
enhanced reliability

